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The effects of a sheared toroidal rotation on the dynamics of bursting toroidicity-induced Alfvén
eigenmodes are investigated in neutral beam heated plasmas on the National Spherical Torus
Experiment �NSTX� �M. Ono et al., Nucl. Fusion 40, 557 �2000��. The modes have a global
character, extending over most of the minor radius. A toroidal rotation shear layer is measured at the
location of maximum drive for the modes. Contrary to results from other devices, no clear evidence
of decorrelation of the modes by the sheared rotation is found. Instead, experiments with
simultaneous neutral beam and radio-frequency auxiliary heating show a strong correlation between
the dynamics of the modes and the instability drive. It is argued that kinetic effects involving
changes in the mode drive and damping mechanisms other than rotation shear, such as continuum
damping, are mostly responsible for the bursting dynamics of the modes on NSTX.
© 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3524288�

I. INTRODUCTION

Waves in the Alfvén frequency range can interact with a
fast-ion population, leading to loss or redistribution of fast
particles.1,2 In particular, the nonlinear evolution following
saturation of multiple modes may lead to their strong cou-
pling and, eventually, to the overlap of mode resonances in
phase space.3,4 As a result, extended regions of the fast ion
distribution function can provide free energy to further sus-
tain the growth of the modes. These phase space �or kinetic�
effects may be responsible for the variety of phenomena ob-
served in experiments on toroidicity-induced Alfvén eigen-
modes �TAEs�. A single mode can split into multiple
frequencies5 or show a series of frequency chirps. The latter
can result in a rapid increase as well as a decrease of the
observed mode frequency.6 The stochastization of fast ion
phase space associated with chirping modes is thought to be
responsible for the enhanced losses and redistribution of fast
ions observed experimentally.7–9 Clear signatures of nonlin-
ear TAE behavior and induced fast ion losses are commonly
observed in neutral beam �NB� heated plasmas on the
National Spherical Torus Experiment �NSTX�,10 where NB
injection provides the main source of additional heating and
momentum.

Understanding the mechanisms leading to strongly non-
linear mode dynamics, including mode-mode coupling, is of
broad interest for the design of future fusion devices. Indeed,
it represents the first step for designing specific tools to re-
duce, or even suppress, the deleterious loss of fast ions as-
sociated with bursting TAE activity. Experimental results
from large aspect ratio tokamaks suggest that a sheared tor-
oidal flow may represent a possible suppression mechanism.
Sufficiently strong gradients in the toroidal rotation would
cause a radial decorrelation of the TAE mode structure, thus

reducing the saturation level and clamping the growth rate.
On JET, an increase in the damping rate of global TAE
modes with toroidal mode number n=1 was observed for
increasing values of the rotation shear at high ��6.5 MW�
injected NB power.11 No clear trend was observed for lower
injected power. The damping rate of the stable modes was
directly measured through synchronous detection of the per-
turbations driven through the JET saddle coils.12 Similar re-
sults, but for unstable TAEs, have been reported from
JT60-U for intermediate-n modes.13 In this case, both NB
and rf injection were used to affect the rotation profile and
the fast ion drive of the modes. The decrease in the TAE
activity was associated with the enhanced rotation shear
caused by counter-NB injection. For both devices, the pre-
dictions from stability analysis indicated that damping
mechanisms such as ion/electron Landau damping and radia-
tive damping are too small to explain the experimental re-
sults. According to theory, a decorrelation mechanism analo-
gous to that provided by toroidal rotation shear could be
provided by sheared poloidal flows, such as the self-
generated E�B flow induced by the Reynold stress associ-
ated with TAE turbulence.14 The study of the effects of po-
loidal rotation and turbulence on TAEs is beyond the scope
of this paper and is not considered in the following.

In this paper, the study of rotation shear effects on the
dynamics of TAEs is extended to NB-heated plasmas of the
spherical torus NSTX. The peculiarities of spherical torii15,16

lead to a considerably different environment for TAE studies
with respect to conventional tokamaks. For instance, the
small aspect ratio and the large edge safety factor lead to
radially extended, global modes composed by a large num-
ber of poloidal harmonics. Because of the large rotation fre-
quency and magnetic shear, strong distortions of the Alfvén
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continuum, hence of the mode structure,17 can be expected
with respect to large aspect ratio devices.18 Furthermore, the
contribution of the fast ion pressure to the total plasma �
�ratio of plasma to magnetic pressure� can be O�50%�, thus
providing a large drive for the modes. All these features
make NSTX a suitable environment to study Alfvénic modes
and to provide data to challenge and validate theories and
numerical codes.

The mode dynamics observed on NSTX include the evo-
lution from a quasistationary phase into a regime character-
ized by dramatic frequency and amplitude bursts, the so-
called TAE avalanches.8,19 The primary interest for the
present study is an intermediate phase, prodromic to the ava-
lanching regime causing fast ion losses, during which rela-
tively small amplitude and frequency changes compared to
avalanches are observed. If a sheared flow can directly affect
the TAE evolution during this early phase, new avenues may
open up for controlling the TAE dynamics, thus limiting the
detrimental effect of avalanches on fast ion confinement.
Testing this hypothesis and complementing the previous
studies on mechanisms for TAE stabilization with results
from a low aspect ratio configuration are the primary goals
of this work.

The paper is organized as follows. The NSTX plasmas
studied in this work and the general observations on TAE
dynamics are described in Sec. II. Section III presents the
measurements of toroidal rotation and its relationship with
other quantities, such as the fast ion profile. The effects of
rotation shear are discussed in Sec. IV. The lack of clear
experimental evidence of mode suppression by rotation shear
motivates the extension of the study to the TAE drive �Sec.
V�. Section VI summarizes the main results and concludes
the paper.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SCENARIO

NSTX is a small aspect ratio device, with major and
minor radii R0=0.9 m and a=0.65 m �aspect ratio R0 /a
�1.3�. For the experiments discussed herein, the magnetic
field is 5.5 kG. The plasma current is 700–900 kA for a pulse
duration of �0.6 s. L-mode deuterium plasmas are mainly
investigated. Density and temperature are ne�3�1019 m−3

and Ti�Te�1.5 keV �subscripts e, i refer to electrons and
ions, respectively�, see Fig. 1�b�. Electron and ion plasma
parameters, including rotation, are measured by a Thomson
scattering20 and a charge-exchange recombination spectros-
copy system.21 The difference between the measured carbon
velocity and the main ion velocity,22 which determines the
Doppler shift of the TAE frequencies, has been estimated
from other studies to be �5% �Ref. 23� and is negligible for
the purposes of this study. The total plasma � �ratio of
plasma to magnetic energy� is �15%. Up to 3 MW of NB
power is injected from three sources with tangency radii of
69, 59, and 49 cm. The maximum acceleration voltage is
90 kV. The injected species is deuterium. The velocity of fast
ions resulting from charge-exchange of the injected neutrals
is up to five times the Alfvén velocity. Several resonances
with the fast ion population can thus destabilize waves in the
Alfvén frequency range, including TAEs, as commonly

observed.7 In addition to neutral beams, a high-harmonic fast
wave �HHFW� system24 is used to heat the plasma with
Prf=2 MW.

Figure 1�a� illustrates a spectrogram from Mirnov coils
measuring magnetic field fluctuations close to the low-field
side vacuum vessel wall. Multiple modes are visible in the
frequency range 70–200 kHz. The modes are first destabi-
lized during the current ramp-up �t�200 ms�. In this initial
stage they are identified as reverse-shear Alfvén eigenmodes
�RSAEs�.25 After the beginning of the current flat-top RSAEs
gradually evolve into TAEs, driven unstable by the injected
beam ions.9 No direct measurement of the safety factor pro-
file q�R , t� is available for this discharge in the time window
t=240–400 ms. A reconstruction of the average q�R , t� has
been performed through the Grad–Shafranov equilibrium re-
construction code LRDFIT �Ref. 26� by varying the NB timing
on a shot-to-shot basis. The analysis shows that the dis-
charges under investigation have a reversed-shear q profile
with qmin�2 at t�300 ms. Toroidal mode numbers are
n=2–8. The dominant modes have n=2–4 and a frequency
in the laboratory frame f �90–150 kHz. The toroidal rota-
tion frequency, causing the Doppler shift between the mode
frequency in the plasma and laboratory frames, is typically
15–30 kHz on the magnetic axis. As the discharge evolves,
the fast ion content gradually builds up, as seen from fast ion
density measurements �see Sec. III�. The modes exhibit a
quasistationary behavior, then their dynamic becomes more
turbulent. Although in some discharges the transition occurs

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Spectrogram showing TAE activity in the range
f =70–200 kHz for discharge 135388. �b� Temporal evolution of the central
electron density and electron and ion temperature �ion temperature is aver-
aged over 95–105 cm�. �c� Waveforms of NB power and neutron rate. Note
the drop of the neutron rate at t�360 ms, corresponding to an avalanche,
which indicates a loss of fast ions from the core plasma.
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without a change in the injected NB power, a bursty regime
is indeed favored by turning on a second NB source. After
t�290 ms relatively large excursions in both amplitude and
frequency are measured, eventually ending up with a dra-
matic burst of TAE activity. The latter is dubbed avalanche
and may result in a drop in the neutron rate of up to 30%,8,9

see Fig. 1�c�. Depending on the frequency and amplitude
variation modes are classified as quasistationary, bursting/
chirping, or avalanching. Although somewhat arbitrary, this
classification provides a practical tool for the following dis-
cussion. Note that only downchirping TAE modes are ob-
served here, contrary to other experiments from which both
upward and downward frequency sweeps have been
reported.6,27

The mode structure, measured by a multichannel reflec-
tometer system,25 extends over a good fraction of the minor
radius �Fig. 2� up to R�140 cm, with maximum amplitude
at R=120–130 cm. For reference, the magnetic axis and the
last closed flux surface are at R�103 cm and R�145 cm.
The mode evolution described above is representative of dis-
charges spanning a broad range of plasma parameters with
PNB�3 MW in both helium and deuterium plasmas.

The transition of the dominant n=3 mode from quasis-
tationary to bursting/chirping illustrated in Fig. 1 can be
quantified through the autocorrelation time of magnetic
fluctuations, �corr, as a function of time �Fig. 3�. �corr is
calculated by fitting the autocorrelation function C���
=knorm�−	

+	s�t�s�t−��dt as a function of the time lag. In prac-
tice, C����cos�2
fmode���exp�−	�	 /�corr�, see Fig. 3�a�.
s�t� is the measured signal, filtered around the mode fre-
quency fmode for a specific n, and knorm a normalization fac-
tor, such that C��=0�
1. C��� is calculated over a moving
window of 1 ms. A clear transition is observed as the mode
develops bursting/chirping features after approximately
t=285 ms. Typical values before that time are
�corr�0.4 ms, indicating that the oscillation remains
coherent over �50 wave cycles. After the transition has oc-
curred, �corr drops to �0.1 ms. This can be explained by

decomposing �corr as �corr
−1 =�phase

−1 +�freq
−1 , where the two terms

represent the decorrelation time associated with phase and
frequency variations of the mode, respectively. As the fre-
quency undergoes a rapid change, �corr��freq is primarily
determined by the typical frequency chirp rate. The transition
between quasistationary and bursting/chirping regimes, as
seen in C���, occurs in �2 ms. This is much shorter than the
time-scales associated with changes in the background
plasma profiles �e.g., density, temperature, rotation, or safety
factor profile�, beam ions slowing down, and scattering �ap-
proximately tens of milliseconds�.

To investigate in more detail the TAE dynamics, we fo-
cus in the following on the time window of 260–390 ms,
when TAEs show an almost constant frequency separation
between peaks with consecutive n’s. This suggests that the
modes have a common frequency in the plasma frame f0

TAE,
such that28

f lab,n
TAE = f0

TAE + nfDoppler
TAE , �1�

where f lab,n
TAE is the frequency for the toroidal mode number n

as measured in the laboratory frame and fDoppler
TAE the Doppler

shift caused by plasma rotation. Diamagnetic corrections to
fDoppler

TAE are estimated to be �1 kHz and are neglected here,
as well as the differential rotation between impurity and
main ions.22 In practice, a Gaussian fit of the peaks in the fast
Fourier transform �FFT� spectra from 1.25 ms time windows

FIG. 2. �Color online� Radial displacement associated with a n=3 mode,
measured by a multichannel reflectometer at three different times for the
discharge in Fig. 1.

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Example of fit of the autocorrelation function as
a function of the time lag to infer the autocorrelation time �corr. The experi-
mental data �solid� and the result of the fit �dashed� are shown. �b� Autocor-
relation time for the dominant n=3 mode, calculated by windowing the
filtered signal �bandpass, 105–130 kHz range� in subsamples with duration
of 1 ms. Note the drop in the autocorrelation after �285 ms, corresponding
to the onset of the bursting/chirping regime. �c� Filtered signal from a
Mirnov coil, showing the beginning of amplitude bursts at t�285 ms.
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is first used to determine the center frequency and frequency
spread of the different modes. Then, a linear fit based on
Eq. �1� provides the values of f0

TAE and fDoppler
TAE , see Figs. 4�a�

and 4�b�. The results as a function of time are reported in
Fig. 4�c�. The calculated Doppler shift is remarkably con-
stant in time. f0

TAE does not change substantially for
t�290 ms, corresponding to a phase with only one NB
source.

Interestingly, Eq. �1� represents well the frequency be-
havior over time scales �1 ms. The mechanisms through
which the different TAEs lock on a similar frequency are not
yet clear. In principle, modes with different n can be desta-
bilized by wave-particle resonances at different frequencies
�cf. Ref. 9 and Fig. 14� and at different locations along the
plasma minor radius. At present, it can be excluded that the
modes are harmonics of a fundamental TAE mode or that
they couple to each other through a stationary low frequency
mode, as was observed in Ref. 28. The submillisecond dy-
namics is more complex, with each mode chirping indepen-
dently of the others except for the largest bursts. The detailed
analyses of fast frequency evolution and of the differentia-
tion in time scales, which suggests that mode-mode coupling
is at play for large amplitude bursts, are deferred to a sepa-
rate publication.

By knowing the TAE Doppler shift frequency and the
rotation profile, the radius at which they match each other is
easily calculated and can be compared, for example, with the

location of maximum TAE drive. The comparison makes
more meaningful the study of the possible decorrelation
mechanisms, as discussed in Sec. III.

III. ROTATION SHEAR EVOLUTION

Several quantities can affect the drive and evolution of
TAEs. Here we focus on �i� the fast ion profile and its radial
gradient and �ii� the toroidal rotation profile f rot and its radial
shear, ��f rot /�R. The fast ion density is measured on NSTX
by a fast ion D-alpha �FIDA� diagnostic based on active
charge-exchange recombination spectroscopy.29 For the dis-
charge under investigation, the fast ion content increases
considerably as the second NB source is turned on at 290 ms
�Figs. 5�a� and 5�b��. At the same time, the gradient on the
low-field side steepens up �Fig. 5�c��. This correlates with an
increase of activity in the TAE frequency range, consistent
with the picture that the observed TAEs are driven unstable
by the radial gradient of the fast ion profile. The fast ion
density decreases after the avalanche at �360 ms �Fig.
5�d��, which causes a relaxation of the gradient.8

Since NB injection also represents the main source of
torque, the fast ion profile evolution correlates with the
plasma rotation in many aspects. Figure 6 shows the mea-
sured evolution of the toroidal rotation profile and its shear
for the discharge illustrated in Fig. 1. The rotation profile
peaks on axis and gradually increases to �30 kHz after the

FIG. 4. �Color online� ��a� and �b�� Fit of the peak frequency vs toroidal
mode number based on Eq. �1� for modes with n=2–6. The two different
times correspond to the beginning of weakly bursting activity and to strong
bursts. The peak frequency and its spread �indicated by the vertical bar� are
obtained from a Gaussian fit of the FFT spectrum obtained from a moving
time window of 1.25 ms. �c� Time history of the reconstructed mode fre-
quency in the plasma frame, f0

TAE, and TAE Doppler shift frequency, fDoppler
TAE .

FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� Fast ion density evolution measured by FIDA.
Diamonds indicate the radius where the steepest fast ion density gradient is
measured. �b� FIDA measurements from the central chord �diamonds, R
=101 cm� compared to the neutron rate �thin, solid line�. The latter is renor-
malized to highlight the similarity with the FIDA data. Both signals decrease
after the large avalanche at t�360 ms, indicated by the dashed vertical line.
�c� Evolution of the steepest fast ion density gradient. �d� FIDA profiles
before �diamonds� and after �triangles� the TAE avalanche at t�360 ms.
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second NB source is added. At the same time the profile
broadens. The position of maximum radial shear, here de-
fined as the radial gradient of the rotation profile, shifts out-
ward from R�120 cm to R�125 cm �Fig. 6�b��. The shear
increases in time and a broader spatial region is affected by
relatively large values.

The radius at which the plasma rotation matches the es-
timated Doppler shift frequency of the modes can be calcu-
lated from the measured rotation profile. This is illustrated in
Fig. 6�b�, along with the position of steepest fast ion gradi-
ent. A first observation is that the radii where f rot= fDoppler

TAE and
of the steepest fast ion gradient are approximately equal and
track each other in time. Second, the same position also cor-
responds to the location of largest rotation shear. A qualita-
tive explanation implies that the fast ion profile resulting
from NB injection determines at the same time the TAE driv-
ing term �through its gradient� and the toroidal rotation pro-
file. This double role of the fast ion population means that
the TAE modes naturally sit around the region of maximum
velocity shear, thus favoring a competition between driving
and decorrelating mechanisms. These observations, along
with results from previous studies,11,13 indicate that effects of
rotation shear on the TAE modes might be expected.

For instabilities which are convected by a background

flow, an upper limit for the decorrelation �or shearing� rate
�dec

−1 caused by a shear layer located at R�Rmode can be cal-
culated from the toroidal velocity profile and the parallel
wave number. �dec represents the minimum time required to

FIG. 6. �Color online� �a� Temporal evolution of the profiles of toroidal
rotation frequency. �b� Radial shear of the rotation frequency, calculated as
the radial gradient. The magnetic axis is at R�100 cm. Triangles indicate
the radius at which the plasma rotation frequency equals the Doppler shift
frequency estimated from the modes, cf. Fig. 4. Diamonds show the position
of steepest gradient of the fast ion profile on the low-field side.

FIG. 7. �Color online� Correlation analysis of two reflectometer channels
displaced by �8 cm across the shear layer. �a� Raw signals associated with
the n=3 mode measured at 117 cm �s2� and 125 cm �s1�. �b� Frequency
evolution for the two channels, reconstructed from the band-pass filtered
signals. �c� Cross-correlation between the two signals. �d� Cross-phase re-
constructed from the time-shift between raw signals.

FIG. 8. �Color online� Frequency of the n=3 mode calculated from two
reflectometer channels �cf. Fig. 7�b�� for discharge no. 135388, showing no
systematic difference across the shear layer.
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displace two regions of the mode structure separated by
Rmode under the effects of a local differential velocity
	��2
Rf rot� /�R	 calculated at R=Rmode,

�dec
−1 � k�Rmode2
Rmode � f rot

�R


R=Rmode

, �2�

where k� �	n−m /qmin	 /Rmode is the parallel wavenumber,
Rmode the location of maximum mode amplitude, and Rmode

the radial extension of the mode. From Fig. 1–6, typical
values of 	�f rot /�R	 measured at R=120–135 cm, where the
TAEs have their maximum amplitude, result in a decorrela-
tion time �dec�1 ms. Values Rmode=10–20 cm, derived
from reflectometer measurements of the mode structure �Fig.
2�, are used. Although these values are roughly consistent
with the calculated autocorrelation time for the dominant
TAEs, no steep transition in the rotation �or its shear� is
observed. Therefore, the decorrelation from sheared rotation
alone seems not responsible for the observed mode behavior.

IV. MODE FREQUENCY, CROSS-PHASE,
AND AMPLITUDE RISE/DECAY RATES

The NSTX multichannel reflectometer system provides
radially localized information on the mode evolution. An
eventual shearing off of the mode through differential plasma
rotation should therefore appear from correlation analysis of
channels measuring across the shear layer. Results for the
dominant n=3 mode are shown in Fig. 7 for a time window

corresponding to two bursts �Fig. 7�a��. The two channels
measure at R�117 cm and R�125 cm. For each channel,
the instantaneous frequency �in the laboratory frame� is re-
constructed from the band-pass filtered signals �Fig. 7�b��.
The mode frequency shifts down by �10 kHz over 300 �s
with no significant difference as a function of the minor ra-
dius �Fig. 8�. The frequencies are significantly different only
when the signal-to-noise is too low and the analysis fails.
This can be seen from the vanishing amplitude and quanti-
fied by a sudden drop in the cross-correlation �Figs.
7�a�–7�c��. Finally, the phase shift between the two channels
is shown in Fig. 7�d�. No systematic variations of the cross-
phase are observed. The invariance of frequency and cross-
phase is in contrast with the picture that the mode experi-
ences a differential rotation, which should appear as a
Doppler shift contribution to f lab,n

TAE �Eq. �1�� that depends on
the radial position.

The analysis of the time scales of the TAE bursts
complements the previous conclusions. The mode amplitude
evolution during a burst provides insight into the effective

FIG. 9. �Color online� �a� Evolution of the maximum rotation shear. �b� rms
mode amplitude for the n=3 mode in Fig. 1. �c� Amplitude rise �diamonds�
and decay �triangles� rates normalized to the mode frequency, estimated
from an exponential fit of the rising/decaying part of TAE bursts. The
dashed lines show the decorrelation rate from rotation shear calculated
through Eq. �2�.

FIG. 10. �Color online� �Top� Parameter space from an ensemble of ten
discharges with different NB timings and powers. The bottom panels show
the amplitude decay �left column� and rise �right column� rates vs maximum
rotation shear for the subsets of density and temperature values indicated in
the top panel as regions I to IV. Symbols and vertical bars indicate the
average and standard deviation of the measured rates over 10 ms, corre-
sponding to the sampling time of toroidal rotation measurements. Light
symbols denote time points with up to 1.5 MW of injected rf power in
addition to NB injection.
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rise and decay time for the mode amplitude, �rise and �decay.
The rising �falling� amplitude is fitted with a increasing �de-
creasing� exponential to estimate the corresponding time
constant. Considering the possible nonlinear dynamics of the
modes4 and the still finite drive and damping at play during
both growth and decay phases, these quantities should not be
confused with the linear growth and damping rates of the
modes. They represent an experimentally accessible estimate
of the typical time scales governing the mode evolution.
Only in the limit of vanishing damping during the amplitude
growth and vanishing drive during its decay the two time
constants approximate the linear rates, under the additional
assumption of linear or weakly nonlinear dynamic. The nor-
malized ratio of rise/decay rate to the mode frequency can be
inferred by dividing �rise and �decay by �=2
f lab,n

TAE. Figure 9
shows the results of this analysis by comparing the temporal
evolution of the maximum rotation shear, rms mode ampli-
tude �as measured by Mirnov coils�, and the estimated
�rise /� and �decay /� ratios. Rise and decay terms do not vary
in a consistent way with the �50% increase in the rotation
gradient, the dramatic change in the mode amplitude and the

overall mode dynamics. The decorrelation rate from Eq. �2�,
calculated for n=3 and poloidal mode number m=−6¯+6,
remains below 1%, i.e., considerably smaller than the esti-
mated �rise and �decay. �In this case, the � /� ratio is calcu-
lated by using the reconstructed frequency in the plasma
frame.�

In general, no statistically significant trend of the effec-
tive rise and decay rates as a function of the maximum shear
is observed. This is illustrated in Fig. 10 for n=3 mode ac-
tivity from a series of similar discharges with varying level
of injected NB and rf power. �Similar results are obtained for
other modes with different n’s.� Since electron density and
temperature span a wide range, four subsets are shown sepa-
rately to group data characterized by similar values ofdamp-
ing on the thermal plasma. The role of other damping mecha-
nisms, such as continuum damping, is not considered in this
analysis.

V. IMPORTANCE OF TAE DRIVE VERSUS ROTATION
SHEAR EFFECTS

The results from the previous sections suggest an alter-
native interpretation for the bursting TAE behavior observed
in NSTX plasmas based on the role of the TAE drive instead
of the damping through rotation shear. In fact, the condition
�decay��rise with both terms large ��2%, according to Figs.
9�c� and 10� reminds the requisite of many models for the
appearance of bursting behavior, namely, nearly equal and
large drive and damping rates.30 Although the models are
usually one-dimensional and based on a bump-on-tail exci-
tation of the modes, their results can be qualitatively gener-
alized to a more complex case with spatial �instead of veloc-
ity� gradient as steady source of free energy, to which kinetic
effects resulting from wave-particle interactions add.

Experimentally, two ways are available to modify the
drive for TAEs. First, NB sources with different tangency
radii can be used. For the shot discussed so far �cf. Fig. 1� the
two sources with smaller tangency radius, implying more

FIG. 11. �Color online� Radial profiles of �a� electron density, �b� electron
and �c� ion temperature, �d� toroidal velocity shear, and �e� q profile at
t=310 ms for the L-mode discharge in Fig. 1 �dotted line, shown here for
reference� and for two of the three H-mode discharges with �solid line� and
without �dashed line� HHFW injection. Strong TAE activity with similar
bursting/chirping features is measured �Fig. 12� except for no-rf discharge.

FIG. 12. �Color online� �Top� Spectrogram of TAE activity for discharge
134934. Note the decay of TAE activity during the NB notch, indicating that
the fast ion population, hence the drive for the modes, is decreasing, as
observed in the neutron rate. �Bottom� Waveforms of injected NB and rf
power and measured neutron rate.
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perpendicular injection, were used. In the following, the
source at tangency radius of 69 cm is utilized, providing
more tangential injection and the possibility of direct mea-
surements of the q-profile through motional Stark effect.31

Second, rf injection can be used to affect the evolution of the
fast ion and rotation profiles,13,32 both ultimately dependent
on the beam deposition profile in NB-only discharges. rf
waves modify the original beam distribution by scattering
and accelerating fast ions. The effect is especially important
in a spherical tokamak such as NSTX where numerous reso-
nances are simultaneously present over the entire minor
radius.33

Three shots with different timing of NB and rf injection
are compared. Apart from the auxiliary power the plasma
profiles are qualitatively similar for these discharges, at least
in the initial �350 ms �Fig. 11�. Electron temperature and q
profiles are nearly identical. The density profiles match well
inside R=135 cm, whereas a difference of �30% is ob-
served closer to the edge. The profile and value of rotation
shear are also qualitatively comparable. Unlike the L-mode
discharge of Fig. 1, whose profiles are also shown in
Fig. 11 for reference, plasmas transition into H-mode. Re-

flectometer data are therefore not available because of the
flat density profile inside R�140 cm. The first discharge has
PNB=2 MW with a beam notch �i.e., zero power� at 320–
340 ms, see Figs. 12 and 13�a�. The injected rf power is
constant at Prf=2 MW from t�260 ms on. In spite of the
different conditions with respect to the L-mode scenario de-
scribed earlier �Fig. 1�, activity in the Alfvén band is similar,
with RSAEs shifting into TAEs at the beginning of the cur-
rent flat-top. A bursting phase precedes a phase with larger
mode activity, during which avalanches eventually occur
�Fig. 12�. TAE activity decays during the beam notch, then
increases again as the beam turns back on, consistent with
the fact that the injected fast ions are the primary drive for
TAEs. A slight decrease in rotation shear is observed
�Fig. 13�d�� during the beam notch, then the rotation recovers
to the previous values in �20 ms. The second discharge
is similar, but with constant PNB and a notch in Prf at 350–
370 ms �Fig. 13�b��. TAE activity decreases during the notch,
where only small bursts are observed until the rf is turned
back on and the mode amplitude is restored to a level com-
parable to that before the notch. In the third discharge the
injected rf power is zero. RSAEs are observed during the

FIG. 13. �Color online� Comparison of rms TAE activity over the frequency band 40–120 kHz �blue� for three discharges with different NB and rf power
waveforms. TAE activity is stronger when both auxiliary power sources are ON, whereas NB injection alone is insufficient to sustain the modes. �a� PNB

� Prf�2 MW, with a notch in PNB. �b� PNB� Prf�2 MW, with a notch in Prf. �c� PNB�2 MW and Prf=0. ��d� and �e�� Same as in Fig. 6 for discharges
134934 �with rf� and 134935 �no rf and no measurable TAE activity�. Note that no rotation data are available during the NB notch for discharge 134934. The
spike in the Mirnov coils’ signal occurring at 330–340 ms in frames �b� and �c� is due to transient MHD activity with frequency up to 50 kHz.
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ramp-up phase, but they decay after t�270 ms. No TAEs
are measured afterwards �Figs. 13�c� and 13�e��. These ob-
servations are explained by assuming that a threshold in the
fast ion population has not been crossed9 compared to the
discharge in Fig. 1, and NB-only injection is not sufficient to
destabilize TAEs. When rf is applied, acceleration of fast
ions partly compensates the Coulomb drag and their distri-
bution function is modified,33 making the drive for TAEs
stronger. However, rf alone is not enough to sustain the fast
ion population and TAEs decay when the NB is switched off
as in Fig. 13�a�. All these considerations point to the fast ion
drive as primary cause for the observed TAE dynamics, with
rotation shear playing only a marginal role.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The role of a shear layer in the toroidal rotation profile
on the dynamics of TAE modes has been studied in L- and
H-mode discharges on NSTX. Toroidal rotation is driven by
NB injection, which also represents the source term for the
fast ion population. This determines a coupling between the
spatial location of the shear layer and of the TAE drive.
H-mode discharges with simultaneous NB and rf injection
are partially successful in decoupling the two terms, but no

strong modifications of the TAE behavior are observed. Re-
sults from a multichannel reflectometer system measuring
TAE fluctuations across the shear layer indicate that the
modes rotate rigidly. Within the experimental uncertainties,
no evidence of spatial decorrelation on the frequency and
phase shift evolution caused by the velocity gradient is ob-
served. This indicates that for the scenarios investigated in
this work, sheared rotation is much less efficient in decorre-
lating global, coherent modes as TAEs as compared to other
turbulent instabilities, for which sheared flows provide an
effective suppression mechanism.34,35 The experimental re-
sults lead to consider the TAE drive term, rather than the
decorrelation from rotation shear, as the primary cause for
the observed bursting dynamics of the modes. Experiments
aimed at altering the TAE drive, both in real space �through
variations of the tangency radius of the NB source� and in
velocity space �by applying rf heating�, are consistent with
this conclusion. These observations differ from those re-
ported in Refs. 11–13, but the very different experimental
scenarios discussed herein, as mentioned in Sec. I, must be
considered before attempting any direct comparison. Further
studies, possibly assisted by the predictions of numerical
codes, would be required to assess quantitatively the depen-

FIG. 14. �Color online� TAE continuum and frequency of the ideal n=2,3 ,4 eigenmodes �horizontal lines� calculated through NOVA-K for discharge 135388
at t=280 ms. The mode frequency calculation is limited to the range corresponding to the experimentally measured modes. Plasma profiles assuming finite
�left column� and zero rotation �right column� are used as input for NOVA-K. The dashed line in the left column represents the Doppler shift frequency term nf rot

calculated from the measured profile of toroidal rotation.
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dence of TAE dynamic on aspect ratio, q profile, and insta-
bility drive for the different scenarios. Such effort is clearly
beyond the scope of this work.

Apart from the shear in rotation, it is important to point
out that the rotation profile itself can strongly modify the
structure of the Alfvén continuum.18,17 As a consequence, the
stability of TAE modes may also change with rotation. In
order to exemplify the possible effects of rotation on struc-
ture and stability of TAEs and on the interpretation of experi-
ments through numerical codes, an example based on the
NOVA-K code36 is illustrated in Fig. 14. The reference dis-
charge is the same shown in Fig. 1 at t=280 ms, i.e., just
before the beginning of the bursting/chirping phase. It is seen
that the continuum is modified by the f rot profile, which in
turn leads to different �ideal� eigenmodes with varying radial
extension and mode structure.9 Depending on their proximity
to the continuum, modes inside the TAE gap may experience
a strong continuum damping or not. Because of the large
rotation frequency and magnetic shear typical of low aspect
ratio plasmas, the impact of the details of the f rot profile on
TAE stability can be expected to be more important in NSTX
than in conventional devices. It should be noted that in this
calculation the finite rotation is accounted for as a simple
Doppler shift of the calculated gap frequencies;37 it is not
included self-consistently in the computation of the con-
tinuum structure. An extensive discussion of the dependence
of NOVA-K predictions upon input parameters such as rotation
and q profile can be found in Ref. 9 and is not repeated here.

A closer comparison with numerical codes would be re-
quired for more detailed investigations. A version of NOVA-K

including a more complete treatment of finite plasma rotation
is being developed and will be used in future studies. Other
codes, such as the nonlinear, self-consistent code M3D-K

�Ref. 38 and references therein� already include toroidal ro-
tation. Initial results indicate that modifications of the TAE
gap structure for different rotation profiles are more impor-
tant for TAE dynamics than the rotation shear,17 which is
consistent with the results presented herein. Regarding sta-
bility calculations for TAEs, a correct quantitative treatment
of continuum damping, including, for instance, kinetic ef-
fects, is still missing in the numerical codes. It would be
required for quantitative comparisons of calculated mode sta-
bility against experiments. At the same time good progress
has been made in the past few years to understand and model
the interaction between fast ions and rf.24,33,39 Integrating
those tools in codes such as TRANSP,40 in order to make
analysis of rf discharges routinely available, is still work in
progress. It may provide a powerful tool to investigate TAE
dynamics on a quantitative basis.

Future experiments on NSTX will further investigate the
role of rotation and drive in the TAE dynamics. Improved
characterization of the mode structure is expected through
beam emission spectroscopy.41 A second FIDA system, more
sensitive to the tangential component of the fast ion distribu-
tion function, will provide more details on the fast ion
dynamic.42 In addition, the possibility of using magnetic
braking43 to alter the rotation profile independently of the
NB torque source will be explored.
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